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Welcome to the fourth edition of our school newsletter.  Read on to see a round-up of what has been going on 
this half term in our classes. 

Mrs Nicholl

This term has been incredibly busy in year 6.  If you can think of it, chances are we’ve done it, on top of getting
ready for SATs!
In literacy, we revisited one of our science topics, Evolution! We have been looking at 
Charles Darwin and his book: The Origin of Species. We have used this to create our 
own non-chronological report: How the dodo lost its mojo. Which, if you couldn't 
guess, is all about how the dodo bird really became extinct.

As part of this, we explored The Last Supper, how important each element is and how this is remembered 
through the Eucharist. We made our own bread and we broke bread together. This gave us a really good
understanding of what the Eucharist represents and how important it is for Christians who receive Holy 
Communion. On the last Friday of term, we will be leading the school in our Good Friday Liturgy, a job we 
feel honoured to carry out.
We’ve also:
Run our very own book fair and raised £877!
Had a visit from Nestlé and learnt all about sustainability, creating our own sustainable 
products.
Had a visit from the portable planetarium and learnt some amazing facts about our solar 
system.
And, we took part in the Great Big Spring Clean - collecting litter from our local area and 
getting caught in the freezing cold.

In RE we have been getting ready for Easter, thinking about reconciliation and renewal

A note from Miss Millward & Miss Heaton: It has certainly been a very busy term but we are so proud of how 
hard you hard been working and how you have taken it all in your stride. Have a wonderful, peaceful Easter 
Break.

Foundation Stage is full of Mathematical super-stars. The children can use tens 
frames, part-whole models, and number sentences to display their mathematical 
knowledge. We are expanding our knowledge of communication through British Sign 
Language. Our new favourite sign is the sign for ‘koala.’ Our interest in animals 
and countries around the world, is developing and expanding week by week. 
The Foundation Stage world map is a lovely example of how we follow the interests 
of the children. 

We have had another wonderful half term in Foundation Stage, one 
which has been busy yet full of fun and wonder. The children have spent 
lots of time learning outside, using their imaginations and creative skills 
within our outdoor area, ‘Adventure Island.’ Recently, we went to a 
wedding in Pakistan. The chefs created a menu and worked tirelessly in 
the outdoor kitchen making food for the guests. The photographers 
captured the special moments, and the musical entertainment was
second to none!

I can’t believe that we have completed 2 terms of the year already – and what a term it’s been.  Please read 
below to learn about the amazing learning inside and outside  of the class that the children have been 
involved in.  As ever my huge thanks go to the staff who work tirelessly to provide exciting opportunities for 
the children.  Thanks also from the FOSJ who raised £114 from the Bags to School collection 
with your help.

We recently enjoyed listening to a talk given by a professor from Cambridge 
University  who was telling the children about ways in which we can take care 
of our planet. The children were able to point out parts of the map and talk 
about ways in which we can protect our planet. We were lucky enough to visit 
the travelling planetarium, and the visitors were impressed with our
knowledge of the planets and our solar system.



What an excellent term we have had in Year 3! Everyone has worked so hard over the last few weeks; here 
are some of the things which we have been doing.
In Literacy, we have written instructions to help with creating a strong and resilient mind. 
We are also currently writing an explanation text about how a robot dog works. In one of 
our experience lessons, we worked in pairs and thought of an idea of a type of robot dog 
food and what we would say to persuade customers to buy it.
In RE, we have been learning about the season of Lent. One of our favourite 
lessons was a tour of the Stations of the Cross. We learnt so much and Mr 
Hutton was incredibly impressed with the excellent questions we asked.

In Numeracy, we have done lots of great work on 
measuring length and perimeter. We have worked with a partner inside 
and outside of the classroom to help us practise taking accurate 
measurements.
In Science, we have been learning about plants and what they need in order to grow 
well. In one of our lessons, we investigated which conditions would help tomato 
seeds to grow the best. We made careful observations each day to see the changes 
which were happening.

We have had another fantastic half term in Year 1!
In maths, we have been working really hard on using addition and subtraction to 
solve calculations in different ways and have represented our numbers using 
pictures and objects.
Our fabulous work in Phonics has continued and we are working hard on our reading.
We are getting better and better at our Set 3 sounds and are trying hard to use them 
in our writing.

We have loved working on our current story, The Queen’s Hat and our sentences 
have been super! We have thought of some amazing words to use in our writing to 
make it more interesting.

We can tell you lots of information about the United Kingdom and London and have 
enjoyed learning about and creating the flags of the four countries. We really 
enjoyed the trip around our local area and created some marvellous maps of our 
classroom too.

In PE we have practised performing different rolls, including an egg roll, log roll and a 
teddy bear roll! In Science we learned all about plants and trees and had a great time 
observing our bean investigation and hunting plants and trees around our school grounds.
We continued to enjoy our work on coding and have become so confident we can 
even debug programmes!
We learned about Lent and the events of Holy Week through our RE 
topics and look forward to finding out about Pentecost when we return after Easter.
We even practised what to do in emergency situations with our Buddies from Y6.
We can’t wait to see what the summer term will bring!

In Year 5, we have been learning about Space and during that time we have done a space-themed dance 
that we recorded. As part of the routine, we pretended to be astronauts, a black hole, rockets and shooting 
stars. The dance teacher said she was so proud of how well we worked together!

In the last week of term we had a visit from a team of physicists from 
Hull University. They brought their Planetarium and we watched a show 
about the solar system. We were shown some planets up close which 
was really fun. It was great to have this opportunity to discover more 
about our universe.

We have also been thinking about how to take care of our own Planet!
We had a visit from Nestlé and we developed sustainable products in an afternoon workshop.
And as part of The Great British Spring Clean, we have done some litter picking in the local area. It was really 
satisfying when we had the bags full of litter and we saw how clean everything was.

In RE we have been learning about the Triduum, Holy 
Thursday, Good Friday and Holy Saturday.  Every 
week in all of the classes children say ‘Prayers for the 
World’.  Year 5 find it interesting to spend time 
thinking about other people and places around the 
world.  It makes us realise that even when we have it 
hard, others have it harder.  We are blessed.  
By Elizabeth, Gabby and Isabel



We have had the best time this term in Year 2 this term and learned to do so many new things. We are all 
trying really hard to learn to tie shoe laces too! We have finished a whole ten week course of water 
confidence at the Leisure Centre on Friday afternoons, the teachers at the pool were amazing. They taught 
us life saving skills and all sorts of ways to move around safely in the water.

We loved our Chinese dance workshop so much and on Tuesday mornings we have been working super hard 
to produce a piece of beautifully choreographed dance to our theme of animals. We are all becoming very 
skilled dancers. Hopefully, you will get to see our performance as we filmed it earlier this week. We have 
designed and made wooden rabbits in time for Easter, wooly owls for our
hanging display and practised lots of arty techniques with paint and paper and 
straws and sticks.
We have enjoyed finding out about the human body and its skeletal system. 
Did you know that we have 206 bones and around 630 muscles? We have 
learned how to stay fit and healthy and to eat a balanced diet. To keep up with
our healthy mindsets - some of us have walked many miles during playtimes 

with Miss Hossell and Mrs Atkinson.

We have estimated the heights of tall trees, made bird baths, taken part in the great Garden Bird Watch, 
recycled paper to make palms for our Holy Week celebrations and hope to make bug
banks before we break for the holidays. Busy busy!

Our literacy topic has been non-fiction based and we have talked about and studied 
large cats for the past few weeks. We have written the most wonderful paragraphs 

all about the Savannah using adverbs, time adverbials and lots of 
descriptive language. We’ve collected some amazing words and 
written some awesome sentences.
This week we were so lucky to experience the Planetarium from 
Hull University. This was super interesting - a tour of our Solar 
System! Which planet would you travel to for a holiday?

Year 4 have been learning abut alliteration – can you tell?
Marvellous maths !
This term, we've been focusing on fractions! We started with identifying 
fractions then we moved onto improper fractions. These are fractions where
the denominators are smaller than the numerators, like 13/8. Then we shifted 
to turning improper fractions into mixed numbers Like 16/7 as 2 2/7. We drew 
proper fractions outside and created equivalent fractions for them.
Extravagant English
We’ve been writing plans for our holiday brochures and practising our persuasive writing and our adventure 
story writing. As part of one of our adventure stories, “Tim piled on his extra coat. The pure weight made him 
groan in pain” -RP age 9
Spectacular Science
This term, we’ve been focusing on ‘states of matter’ and ‘living things’. We talked about Mrs. Gren and 
completed experiments on evaporation and condensation  and learned new vocabulary such as transpiration 
and infiltration. Did you know you could be drinking water from the Jurassic period? That's because of the 
water cycle.
Tremendous Topic
In topic we have been concentrating on  natural disasters and have learnt about volcanoes, tsunamis and 
earthquakes.  We made models of any natural disaster we wanted, with any medium!
Radiant RE
IN RE we have been learning about Lent and have researched a lot about Holy Week.  We 
have written diary entries to explain how the people may have been feeling at the time. 
We have looked at self discipline and why it is important.
Complicated Computing
In Computing, we have been making our own adverts to our chosen place in threes . We 
have chosen Hawaii, London, Belgium, the Isle of Skye, all sorts of places!
Dashing D&T
In D&T we have been making bug hotels. We designed them by cutting the wood, sawing 
the wood, nailing it together and adding chicken wire to the front! It’s  been hard work!


